
WHO WE ARE
Innovative heating is dedicated to changing the way you care for 
your livestock. Our heating mats deliver the perfect amount of 
heat exactly where it’s needed to save you money. 

MATS VS LAMPS
All Heat lamps project heat down. This outdated technology wastes a huge amount of energy 

as only a fraction of the heat reaches the target zone and transfers to the animals. Our heat 
mat design incorporates thermal insulation positioned below the energy efficient carbon 

heating element. This ensures all infra-red heat produced by our mats is projected upward 
and transferred to the target heat zone, dissipating above the animals.

Our heat mats will not only reduce the watts required to  
heat a crate but will run more efficiently. 

They are designed to cycle on and off using a fraction of the energy required to heat a crate vs 
a single or double heat lamp setup. 

LEARN MORE

ENERGY EFFICIENT 
HEATING
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ANIMAL WELFARE 
Our mats are designed to provide the best care at the best 
price. They distribute heat evenly to the entire litter, providing 
consistent improvements to the weight of your animals. Our 
mat design reduces piling and crushing of animals, improving 
animal comfort and reducing mortality.

COMING SOON COMING SOON COMING SOON
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OUR SERVICES
Am fugitatia sed quost earibus exeriorest, et dolenih 
itessim ustibus ea qui consedisit a nit hic tem fuga. Ut lab 
ipsaesc iuntiat istrum fuga. Um aliquae qui dissinc torumet 
facerum et persper spelitat.

Exceaquam venima quibusa ndusci aribus doluptae

GLENN HOGG
President

MIKE ROTH
LED Sales

CHRIS GARANT
Vice President

NATASHA KOPP
Administrative Services

MATT ROBINS
Operations Manager / 
Product Development

OUR TEAM

+ SITE SURVEY
Maximinctis adis ducia el id que volore veruptati 
beaturitate magnis quosam, ut enimaximus dem faci 
autem et, ut omnietur soluptas as acipsant lacipsae plite 
sint.

+ MAT PLACEMENT

+ PROJECT EFFICIENCY CALCULATIONS

+ RESEARCH TAX APPLICATION

COME FIND US
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HOG HEARTH
IHT is proud to offer our state of the art line of disease free, energy 

efficient Hog Hearth® heat mats and controllers. Designed to provide the 
optimum amount of heat to your pigs at the right time, the Hog Hearth® 
system promotes a consistent improved weight per litter while reducing 

stress, improving digestion & reducing crushing and lay-ons. Running 
the Hog Hearth® mat in conjunction with the HMC (Heat Mat Controller) 

guarantees your pigs will be raised in the safest most ethical & energy 
efficient manner.

 + Anti-Microbial additive that provides continuous surface 
protection from disease causing microbes and bacteria, as 
well as eliminating stains, odours, and surface deterioration.

 + Tough long lasting construction with medical grade plastic 
shell

 + New non-slip, easy-clean surface

 + Even and consistent heat – get the right amount of heat to 
your pigs at the right time

 + Less crushing and lay-ons, leading to a lower mortality rate

 + Consistent improved weight per litter

 + Heat Mat Indicator (HMI) indicates that each mat is drawing 
current and producing heat

 + Safe operation – no shocks – no fires
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ADVANTAGES
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SINGLE MAT
Designed to service a single farrowing crate 

with an un-elevated divider

14” x 48”/ 35.6cm x 120cm) or (14” x 60” / 35.6 
x152cm)

Available in 120, 208 & 240 volts / Top or Bottom Connect

MSU (MASTER SENSOR UNIT
The Hog Hearth® MSU is designed to 

regulate the temperature of all Hog Hearth® 
heat mats in a farrowing room. Isolating the 

MSU from the mats installed on the crate 
floors insures that all mats run at a consistent, 

even temperature. This system allows your 
mats to operate in the most efficient manner 

while insuring that all piglets are receiving 
the right amount of heat at the right time.

(14” x 48”, 35.6cm x 120cm)

Available in 120, 208 & 240 volts / Side Connect

HMC (HEAT MAT CONTROLLER)
Loaded with powerful features, the HMC includes a PRE-PROGRAMMED 

six-step growth curve. Designed to provide optimal control over the 
Hog Hearth® mats, the HMC saves you time and money lowering your 

monthly electricity costs.

All configuration and programming parameters are never more than a 
few button presses away, making HMC a trouble free controller geared for 

ease of setup and programmability.

Operates @ 120, 208 & 240 volts. (20 amp load)

HMC-S (HEAT MAT CONTROLLER SLAVE UNIT)
Any room with a mat load that exceeds 20 amps will require the 

installation of a HMC-Slave unit to run in conjunction with the HMC-
Controller. This will allow all heat mats in the room to be controlled from 

the one master location (the HMC controller).

The HMC will send out a signal to the slave unit / units cycling all mats on 
and off at the same time. There is no limit to the number of slaves installed 

in a room.

Operates @ 120, 208 & 240 volts. (20 amp load)

CONTROLLERS
Get the most out of your Hog Hearth® heat mats!

All Hog Hearth® controllers and indicators are designed optimize zone heating in farrowing rooms. This 
saves you time & money; ensuring optimal heat is being delivered to your pigs at the right time.

DOUBLE MAT
Designed to service a double farrowing crate 

with an elevated divider

(24” x 48”/ 60cm x 120cm) or (24” x 60” / 
60x152cm)

Available in 120, 208 & 240 volts / Top or Bottom Connect
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Weaning is a stressful time for piglets and a check in growth rates 
is common. Mixing with piglets from other litters means fighting to 
establish their social rank. Piglets weaned at less than three weeks of 
age are not usually established on solid feed.  The room temperature 
required to keep them comfortable while they begin to eat regularly 
and develop a stable social group, is often higher than when they left 
the farrowing barn.

If these piglets are stressed by cooler temperatures than needed, 
they become vulnerable to scours and other disease organisms 
(PEDv). As well, feed intake drops. In turn, growth rate, health and 

overall performance will be compromised. Use of the Hog Hearth® 
heat mats for early weaned piglets can improve comfort and nursery 
performance.

The improved weight gains and uniformity at the end of the nursery 
period can translate into better grow-finish performance and net 
returns per hog marketed. When combined with heat mat usage 
in the farrowing barn, the cost benefits, energy saving and pig 
performance should be enhanced even further.

Connor, Ph.D., Dept. of Animal Science, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg

PRODUCT BACKING



Barn/Producer’s Name

Phone

Currently Using Lamps or Mats Sows/Crates per Operation

Your Email

Address

SEND
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CONTACT

CONTACT FOR ESTIMATE

CONTACT
P: 111-111-1111
E: Il@innovative .ca

111 NoName Lane
City, Province, Country

FIND US ON
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